Dear Golf Friends / Partners

We are soon entering a new year 2018 and look forward to a new and exciting
World Final, also this time in Malaysia but this time in the most southern part,
the state of Johor where we will play some fantastic courses hopefully the Ernie
Els Club, featuring the Ocean Course and the Valley Course and courses like
the Horizon Hills and Country Club and others are under evaluation.

We are aiming for mid/late October and Delta Trend Golf aims to confirm exact
dates before end January, when the hotel should be in place too.

We had some unfortunate initial hick-ups during the World Final 2017 for which
we are sad and apologize for, but can report that they have been corrected
properly for the future in order not to be repeated.

In the WAGC handicap class 20 -25 there was a late protest after the price
giving ceremony which forced the committee to re-check some of the scores.
Because of that the positions of the top 3 players would have changed. Due to a
not optimal regulation of the championship rules in the case of a protest after
the price ceremony, the Championship Committee has decided that both Heinz
Lahrnsak, Austria and Fabrizio Sosa Peralta, Paraguay shall be declared
winners of the WAGC handicap group 20 – 25. We as the Championship
Committee apologize for any inconvenience this might have caused and will
clearly define this rules for the future to find a better way to handle such a
situation, if it ever occurs again, in future tournaments.

In regards to communication and spreading news and information, Joakim has
found out a way to distribute news to all of your Facebook pages without you,
the Partners, having to do anything. He has made a bridge between the website
“worldgolfers.com” and Facebook. As soon as a new post is posted on
“worldgolfers.com” you get your Facebook updated automatically with the same
news. The only thing you have to do is to add Joakim as administrator to your
Facebook pages. As soon you have done that you are done. Joakim will then
create the bridge to your Facebook page. So far, we have tried it out with Brazil
and Sweden and, of course, the Our International Facebook page as well.

We will inspect the hotel and golf courses in May in Malaysia and at the same
time go thru the results and administration of 2017 tournament together with
Delta Trend and their team and do whatever needs to be done to improve where
necessary and, of course, keep you our Partners informed along the way. We
are working on bringing in new countries and will let you know this as well.

WE WILL HAVE A PERFECT WAGC / WAGI FINAL IN MALAYSIA 2018.

Wishing you all
A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS & A HAPPY NEW YEAR,

Keep swinging,
Nils & the whole WAGC/WAGI team
Mona Tumba & Family

